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Market Sense and Nonsense: How the Markets Really Work (and How They Don't)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Bestselling author, Jack Schwager, challenges the assumptions at the core of investment theory and practice and exposes common investor mistakes, missteps, myths, and misreads


	When it comes to investment models and theories of how markets work, convenience usually trumps reality. The simple fact is that many revered...
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Symbian OS C++ for Mobile Phones (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Richard Harrison’s existing books are the bestsellers in the Symbian Press Portfolio.Ð’  His latest book, co-written with Mark Shackman is the successor to "Symbian OS C++ for Mobile Phones" Volumes One and Two. Written in the same style as the two previous volumes, this is set to be another gem in the series.Ð’ 
...
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Strained Metallic Surfaces: Theory, Nanostructuring and Fatigue StrengthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Providing students as well as engineers and researchers with a must-have insight into the complexities of surface structure and behavior, this monograph extends beyond the usual introductory books, presenting concentrated knowledge on the surface science of metals, and connecting fundamentals with actual applications. Beginning with explanations of...
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SAS/INSIGHT 9.1 User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
This title is your complete documentation source for SAS/INSIGHT software, including a usage section that explains how to accomplish particular tasks as well as a reference section that provides comprehensive descriptions of data, graphs, and analyses.

SAS/INSIGHT software is a tool for data exploration and analysis. With it you can...
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Canon EOS 5D Mark II Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Easy-to-understand techniques for getting the most from your Canon EOS 5D Mark II DSLR

At nearly $3,000 for the body only, the Canon 5D Mark II DSLR is for amateurs and semi-professionals who are serious about taking great photos-and this go-anywhere guide shares insight for doing just that. Authors Charlotte Lowrie and Brian McLernon walk...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4 Integration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	In Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 4 Integration Unleashed, two leading experts present proven techniques, best practices, and example code for going far beyond the out-of-the-box capabilities of Dynamics CRM 4. Using these solutions and sample applications, you will enhance all of...
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HTML5 Guidelines for Web DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2011

	In 2010, HTML5 became the buzzword on the web developer scene. Large companies,
	such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft, began to use the new technology.
	The popularity of the catchword HTML5 grew, not least of all because of the
	heated debate between Apple and Adobe over whether this would mean the end
	of Flash.


	In this book,...
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Microsoft Silverlight 5 Building Rich Enterprise DashboardsPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome, to the exciting world of building Rich Enterprise Dashboards with

	Silverlight. Throughout this book, you will learn how to harness the power of the

	Silverlight 5.0 platform to build amazing Dashboards. This book goes beyond just

	showing the nuts and bolts of learning Silverlight and showcases how to create

	amazing...
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Cloud Standards: Agreements That Hold Together CloudsApress, 2012

	Cloud computing is often described as providing computing resources the way electric utilities provide energy. In theory, anyone with an adequate connection to the Internet should be able to tap into a cloud provider and get exactly the computing resources they want when they want it, just like plugging into the electricity grid and...
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Principles of Geometry (Cambridge Library Collection - Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Henry Frederick Baker (1866-1956) was a renowned British mathematician specialising in algebraic geometry. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1898 and appointed the Lowndean Professor of Astronomy and Geometry in the University of Cambridge in 1914. First published between 1922 and 1925, the six-volume Principles of Geometry was...
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Air Power and Freight: The View from the European Union and China (SpringerBriefs in Energy)Springer, 2019

	
		This book addresses the challenges of planning sustainable freight transport systems (road and air) in a time when the industry faces increasing pressure from environmental limits, climate change, carbon emission targets, bottlenecks in oil supply, infrastructure shortages and urban congestion.  The author examines sustainable...
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Visualization Handbook, First EditionAcademic Press, 2004
The field of visualization is focused on creating images that convey salient information about
underlying data and processes. In the past three decades, the field has seen unprecedented
growth in computational and acquisition technologies,
which has resulted in an increased ability both to sense the physical world with
very...
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